
Release Date: 2024/02/26
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Downtime Expected: None

Virtual IPM Release Notes

Updates included in this release:

New Features:

1. Highlight Required Fields in Patient Workflow

Bug Fixes:

1. Fix for Replacement Text for a DLS Objective

2. Fix for Email Field Label - Patient Record

3. Adjust Patient Service Query

4. Fix for Email Field Label - “Send Reminder” workflow

5. Fix for Sorting Questionnaires in Patient Portal
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Feature #1 Highlight Required Fields in Patient Workflow

Details:

1. Implemented logic to make required field stand out in the patient workflow, in order to ensure

required fields are not missed, leading to confusion on the patient’s side
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Fix #1 Fix for Replacement Text for a DLS Objective

Details:

1. Addressed a bug for a DLS objective - the replacement text in the code needed to be updated so

the front end was able to find the area of text in the objective which needed to be replaceable

Fix #2 Fix for Email Field Label - Patient Record

Details:

1. Updated the label for the “parent/caregiver” field

2. This was updated to the following: “Parent/Caregiver Email Address”

Fix #3 Adjust Patient Service Query

Details:

1. Updated the query in patient service to align “completed” and “completed_date”

2. This will address a bug where the date displayed in the “Assessment Status” column on the

patient landing page was incorrect

Fix #4 Fix for Email Field Label - “Send Reminder” workflow

Details:

1. Updated the label for the email field in the “send reminder” workflow

2. This was updated to the following: “Delivery Address”
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Fix #5 Fix for Sorting Questionnaires in Patient Portal

Details:

● Fixed a bug where the questionnaires were getting sorted incorrectly in the patient workflow if

the page was refreshed

● This caused the user to be routed to the landing page and they were unable to re-enter the

workflow to completed the remaining assessment(s)
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